Intactivists are Bullies

Intactivists routinely harass parents who circumcise their infant sons. To justify their own vicious behavior, they tell themselves that they’re “educating.”

They send vicious messages to new mothers, who may suffer from postpartum depression.
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Intactivists are Body Shamers

Oveja Negra
You and Oveja Negra aren't connected on Facebook
Worked at intactivist
Lives in Fayetteville, Arkansas
6:34 PM
Sorry for your dysfunctional penis that has an ugly scar on it.

Hollie Ann Redinger
Missing over 50% of your penis and 16 functions isn’t sexually handicapped? Time for a lil reality check, Jai.
1 hour ago · Like · 1

Ashley Wilder I see lots of intactivists body shame cut men, they call them "stubby wobly" or tell them they can’t possibly be ok with having half their penis missing. I’ve seen a couple flat out say they’d never sleep with a cut man because cut penises are scared and disgusting. Most cut men had no say in the matter so why is it ok for intactivists to make these remarks when we jump on people for shaming intact men?
Like · Reply · 3 · 21 hrs

Leesa
I have no doubt that you enjoy your genitals. you have beta genitals, though. ... thanks to your parents deciding for you.

i just about guarantee, if the choice had been yours, you wouldn't have had your alpha dick reduced to beta by having about 15 square inches of man'hood' ripped off.
January 22 at 9:22 AM · Like · 8 · Reply

Circumtard updated their cover photo.

Clara Hamlin
Gotta defend your ego when you've got a mutilated penis huh?

Kassandra
Hey bitch, did you know your parts are AT LEAST 4X dirtier than men with all of their penis? Go put acid on your disgusting vagina.
2 hours ago · Like
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Intactivists are Malicious

Carole Anne Babyak
2 hrs · 🔴️

If you've had an experience with a circumcision predator, please message me your story with a link to the predator's photograph and medical office.
c: Brother K
13 Likes · 1 Comment

73 people like this.

Brot
If anyone finds out where she works, let me know. I will post the details.
Yesterday at 12:32 PM · Like · Reply

Amber
We need the name of this hospital. This is ridiculous. They need to be shamed and educated. Immediately.
Like · Reply · More · Yesterday at 1:23pm

Jamie Fitzgerald
You do not have permission to use my photo in your post. You also do not have permission to mention the medical issues of my children. You can have the right to use my photos in your personal opinion, not the right to put them to bed and my family in danger to slander my name or medical practice. My staff, my family and my patients are feeling threatened by you and your followers. If you post my photos and comments regarding my son's are not removed, we will be forced to take legal action. I am kindly asking that this be done.

Brother K added a new photo.
An Austin, Texas obstetrician & her staff need some Texas-style education.

Brother K
16 mins · 🔴️

THANK YOU, INTACTIVISTS!!! Doulas who DARE to promote circumcision need to be shamed... and we will do it every time, no exceptions.

Nicole Pirkle
Excuse my ignorance for a second but what is the purpose of mutilation watch? Because it really looks like a page to publicly humiliate people, which some of you are bitching about the pro cicc cutters are doing to us...

Like · Reply · 1:07 AM · 20 hrs

Sarah Cathryn
It educates parents by pointing out the idiotic reasons cutters use to defend the choice they forced on their child. It dissolves the myths so commonly believed in but more importantly, lurkers change their minds about it.

Like · Reply · 19 hrs

Brother K with Heidi Sadac and 3 others at Walter E. Washington Convention Center.
4 hrs · Washington · 🔴️

I overheard Dr. Kathy O'Connell, MD, right, of Yorktown, Virginia, tell intactivists their protest was "funny." I got a photograph of her name badge before she turned it around. The woman on the left is Dr. [redacted], MD, of [redacted], Montana. Dr. [redacted] would not answer my question, "Why is a circumcision protest funny to you?" White House & Ob-Gyn Circumcision Protests, Saturday, May 14, 2016.

Tanessa Totten
You are perpetuating RAPE CULTURE! Don't forget to mutilate your daughter's too! Baby mutilator!

Just now

Tanessa Totten
Barely whimpered huh. Enjoy changing bloody raw red baby penis diapers for weeks you pedophile! You are a BABY MUTILATOR! YOU DESERVE TO BE IN JAIL FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT! Oh and don't forget about all those adhesions he'll be getting for months and months. You don't deserve to be a mother. I wish infertility on you. You are vile, evil, child abuser. If you really loved your son, you would have protected him from sexual assault. Instead you demanded it and paid for it. You harmed your once perfect healthy baby.

It's sad when strangers care more about your son's well being than his so called mother.

Nicole Pirkle
So public shaming to change minds. And we wonder why people think all intactivists are bat s**t crazy or stalkers?

Like · Reply · 10 hrs
Intactivists promote Violence

When a Russian missile shot down a passenger plane, killing all 298 onboard, Hollie Redinger gloated about the deaths.

Kevyn Harves
I am DISGUSTED with this female. I say we hold her down and circumcise her.
#BABIESAREPERFECTTHEWAY HEYARE
#INTACTBABIESAREHAPPIERBABIES #CIRCWER
4 hours ago · Like 9

Hollie Redinger III
Don't shoot the messenger. I just stated fact. They were all AIDS researchers.

Guess they won't be promoting rape any more.
18 minutes ago · Like

Brandon Chin
I think that anyone who participates in pro circumcision activity should be tortured for several months, including flaying, burning, dehydration, beating, starvation, lacerations, scientific experiment, skinning etc. Who agrees with me?

December 30, 2014 at 5:22am

Martin Drucker
So this is what this son of a whore looks like!!! Lol, I could kill such a babycutter with my left hand. And I will! Liverpool, NY. These bastards are only strong enough to hurt little boys, WE SHALL TASTE HIS OWN MEDICINE ONE DAY that fucking son of a bitch.
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Intactivists are Crazy

Brian Herrity
58 minutes ago - Edited
I do strongly believe that infant genital mutilation (circumcision) is the most profound and evil violation that has taken hold of the American population, and I mean throughout the entire history of the United States. This is not to discount other violations, as the United States has seen no shortage of them, but infant/child penis cutting is an evil that seems to know no bounds. No race is safe, no age is safe (doctors often manipulate adult men into being cut), and, most c... Continue Reading
22 Likes 2 Comments

Hi Everyone
Haven't been able to post anything for a week now because my therapist asked me not do any intactivism because she speculated that my intactivism might be aiding to my nightmares and flashbacks. I didn't agree with her but I did as she asked. I think she is understanding little by little of what I go through.
Anyway, that aside, does anyone have any links that I might show her about circumcision causing brain damage? She was in disbelief that this happens.
Thanks all for putting up with many of my issues. You guys play a big part in my healing process 😊

Frederick Rhodes
Presidential penis status is important. If a president was a victim of the brain altering traumatic sexual assault from RIC then it's more likely he will have paranoid delusions and may want to take revenge subconsciously and may lash out with rage against another country instead of fixing the problems at home.

Brendan Scully
My nephew died right before he was born because the hospital fucked up. I'm thankful for that because he avoided the inevitable mutilation. #sorryNOTsorry
Like Reply 10 hrs

Alex Randall
@alexcoastalroad
Hitler killed 6 million jews. If each of those people had 1 boy they'd have circumcised 6 million boys. 6 million boys saved from MGM... 3/11/15, 2:47 AM

Ashley Leanne
Any other intactivists have a serious issue about being around friends or acquaintances that have circ'd babies and they either change them right in front of you or are kinda forced to see it if they're running around unclothed?

Dan Bollinger
It is a slippery slope. How long before some nut-job of a "scientist" says cutting off the foreskin and glans both has some "benefit"?
6 hours ago · Like 4 · Reply
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Intactivists are Creepy

Brother Kook solicits photos of naked boys.

They scrutinize the genitals of young boys.

Brother K
I don't believe you, lady. Post your intact son. I don't believe a word you say.

Paige Eytals
I do understand that males are circumcised every day and most don't have any issue with it, so it's counterproductive to carry on with all the fear mongering and hate.

Brother K
You claim that your boyfriend and son have no scarring, but you're wrong. If you're comfortable you can send me a pic here and I will gladly point it out to you.

Are you seriously asking for a picture of my sons dick??????

Stop looking for my penis.

Brian Herrity
Up in Tahoe this weekend there were a bunch of little boys at the club house pool. They were running around free and naked, as little boys often do. There were three separate families, and they all had their sons genitally mutilated. It made me so sad to know that the parents likely have no idea that a doctor brutally tortured their precious boys, and that they surely have no idea a valuable organ was removed from their boys -- more importantly, from the men they become.... Continue Reading

37 Likes 23 Comments

Brother K
Circumcision is an intimate sexual encounter between an adult and a baby. All the power flows in one direction; all the anguish in the other.
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Intactivists are Compulsive Liars

David J. Bernstein admits that he is a fake persona created in order to cyber-bully more effectively.

Intactivists are encouraged to spread false and “incredible” claims.

Brian Herrity laments exposure of the Bernstein fraud because “he was clearly on our team.”

Jason Fairfield
I disagree with the premise that intactivists have to be so scrupulous as to be unassailable, airtight, sterile with any and all claims. To retreat there is to be ready to just pack up and go home.

I’m of the other camp. I think intactivists should be out there claiming that circumcision makes it impossible to get chlamydia (one could certainly infer that from the 1998 Laumann study) or even that keeping your foreskin makes it 10 times less likely that you’ll get lung cancer. I’m OK with people just flooding the public with incredible claims if it gets people to stop circumcision.

My audience isn’t the fact-checkers; it’s average Americans who spread gossip and don’t know how to fact check. If all Americans stopped circumcising because of an incorrect meme - the original meaning of meme - that only circumcised men get prostate cancer or only circumcised baby boys die of SIDS, then boys win. It’s that simple.

Brother Kook brazenly lied on Sirius XM radio about his online behavior.

“Anyone who follows my page knows my style. I don’t deal in personal attacks.”
– Brother Kook on the Sam Roberts Show October 5, 2015

Brittany Sorrentini
I MIGHT be able to save a baby! I need a female from here to either pretend to have lost a child from circumcision, or speak of your complication stories. The men doesn’t believe Web links or photos. Only “personal accounts”. This may sound craaazzzy but together we can save her son’s life. He gets circumcised tomorrow if we don’t try!

Brother K
If there’s a possibility to save a boy from the CIRCUMCISION HORROR, I will shame any parent on my page with no regrets, no apologies.
Anti-circumcision groups conspire with the bullies

Brian Herrity with Marilyn Milos, Director of NO-CIRC

Brother Kook with Georganne Chapin, Executive Director of Intact America

“The enemy is not an intactivist who might step outside our personal comfort zones. If we think this way, we will cannibalize ourselves, rather than keeping the focus on the real enemy.

... The enemy is any person who circumcises a child. We need to stop questioning the motives of those whose aim it is to make all circumcisers feel bad, so they stop circumcising.”

Georganne Chapin, Intact America
July 25, 2014